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Introduction
Vanuatu declared a COVID 19 pandemic and declared a state of emergency for its response in March
2020. WASH responded with hygiene and sanitation promotion measures across all provinces. When
COVID 19 promotional measures were progressing well, a category 5 Tropical Cyclone Harold swept
through the north central part of Vanuatu causing widespread damage to infrastructures and
livelihood on 6-7 April 2020. The most affected
islands were Santo (West, South, South East
Santo, Malo, Aore, and the offshore islands,
Central Pentecost 1, Central Pentecost 2 and
South of Pentecost in Penama and North of
Malakula and north Ambrym.

Figure: 1
TC Harold path & most affected
areas, sources DoWR

A state of emergency was declared for the TC
Harold response, and WASH cluster was
activated. Because of the lock down of
international boarders due to COVID 19,
responses to TC Harold was a local response
without outside human resources support.
Provincial Emergency Operation centers were
opened, one in Melsisi on Pentecost, one in
Luganville in Santo and the other in Lakatoro, Malampa.

Objectives
The objectives of the lessons learnt meetings were:
1. To document positive lessons learnt by WASH Cluster during TC Harold & COVID 19 emergency
response
2. To document thinks that did not work as well during the TC Harold COVID 19 emergency
response
3. Propose recommendations for better response in future events of emergencies.

Methodology
The WASH Cluster took an approach where a lessons learnt facilitation team comprised of the Paolo
Malatu, National Wash Cluster/Sector Coordinator, Hedley Tau, DoWR IMO, Emily Rand, UNICEF
WASH Specialist and Hilson Toaliu, WASH Consultant travelled to the three PEOC to conduct lessons
leant workshops with officers and partners who were responsible for WASH response in their
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province. The team was in Melsisi and Pangi EOCs from 27 June t0 1 July, Luganville Santo from 1- 5
July and in Lakatoro from 5-9 July.
In each site the team conducted meetings with WASH Cluster and partners having discussions around
the following topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Coordination (National, Provincial and WASH Cluster coordination
Assessments of damages
Emergency response
Information management
Finances
NFI distributions

The provincial WASH manager of each province was the cluster lead to lead the WASH response in the
Provinces. The list of participants from the 3 provinces is presented in the annex 1.

Figure 2: Sanma Lessons Learnt Session

Figure 3: Malampa LL participants

Figure 4. Melsisi WASH Cluster base

The WASH team comprised of Paolo Malatu (National WASH Cluster/Sector Coordinator), Hedley
Tau (DoWR Information Management Officer), Emily Rand (UNICEF WASH Specialist) and Hilson
Toaliu (WASH Consultant).

Results
The table below presents the lessons learnt and the recommendations discussed to improve futures
emergencies.
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Positive lessons Learnt
1. Strength in Human resources to
support emergency responses,
including full time IMO,
procurement Unit, finance officer
and a national WASH Cluster
Coordinator.
2. Financial support for emergency
was timely provided by MFAT and
UNICEF, but it took too long for
DoWR to access and spend the
funds.
3. DoWR did a great job insisting
donors give them items they want
– not what the donor wants to
give.
4. Water supply systems built to
standards seemed to survive
longer
5. Education: Because school was
not in session due to COVID, there
was less urgent need for action in
this emergency. WASH and
Education clusters rarely met or
talked.
6. Developed WASH emergency plan
helped donor to action immediate
funding support to DoWR.
7. WASH linkage with Gender Cluster
was excellent.

National WASH Coordination
Things that did not work so well
Recommendations
1. Difficult to access government
emergency funds. NDMO funding takes
a long time, a more rapid procedure
would be helpful. There was sometimes
confusion on what funding was
available.
2. Delays in procuring of materials for
quick fixes.
3. BoQ provided by Melsisi team were
altered in Vila resulting in incorrect pipe
size fittings purchased and shipped to
Pentecost that were of use.
4. There was confusion and uncertainty on
several aspects of the operation at all
levels, including activation of WASH
EOCs and roles played by different
individuals.
5. There was limited man power at area
council level to support WASH
assessment and responses at that level.
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1. It would be helpful for clusters to also access
the Government Emergency fund.
2. Government ministries allocated funds ready
for emergency response.
3. Review current WASH SOP to clarify
uncertainties and roles and functions at all
levels during emergencies.
4. DESPAC and Finance Department develop ways
to improve and shorten time for ministries to
access donor funds already with Government
5. Convene a high level discussion between
Directors Public Health and Water Resources to
jointly invest in appointment of sanitarians in
area councils. MoH or DoWR to include these
positions in their structures with funding. Train
them in basic plumbing and adjust their JD to
include WASH in peace and in emergency.
While, there are 72 Area Councils across
Vanuatu, first preferences should be given to
islands other than islands on which the
Provincial water offices are located.
6. More rooms for better NDMO coordination of
emergencies
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8. Director of Water appointment as
Controller for Santo helpful for
WASH.
9. Excellent private partnership for
WASH response

Provincial Emergency Coordination Center
Positive Lessons Learnt

What did not work as well
1. There were some confusions over
the roles of government appointed
controllers and Provincial
Secretary Generals in the
operation of EOC.
2. Malampa Provincial government
was slow to activate PEOC. This
resulted in some emergency
actions taken without the approval
of the Provincial Government. In
Malampa, moving of vulnerable
groups to evacuation centers
happened before PEOC activation.
3. There was confusion over
reporting lines between Melsisi
and Pangi EOCs.

1. Provincial Government
structures and Provincial
Secretary Generals took lead in
coordination of emergency
response
2. Government appointed senior
government officers to be
controllers of emergencies in
each affected provinces.
3. Local Council of Chiefs,
churches and CDCCs are a big
asset to the response team.

Positive lessons learnt

Recommendations
1. Help clusters and sectors understand the roles
and job descriptions of the Secretary General of
the Province and the Government Emergency
Controller during emergency.
2. Clarify the line of Cluster activation from NDMO
down to the Provincial WASH Cluster.
3. Encourage provincial clusters operation rather
than sector working group, to support PEOC
facilitation of requests to NDMO.

Provincial WASH Emergency Operation Centers
What did not work so well
1.

1. Officers quickly switched focus
from COVID 19 to TC Harold

1.

People were busy with COVID 19 and
didn’t take the cyclone warning seriously.
Staff were busy promoting COVID 19
6

Recommendations

Convene a discussion between the Director of
Public Health and the Director Water Resources
to foster the understating and minimize
confusions that during emergency responses, the
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Response after the passage of TC
Harold.
2. Provincial WASH Meetings help in
peacetimes helped ensure people
2.
already knew each other and were
used to working together.
3. Some organization coordinated
more than others. In some
locations, organization just
“informed” DoWR and in others
they are real partners.
4. Insufficient human resources at
provincial and areas councils to
3.
support responses.

prevention and didn’t even have time to
prepare their own homes for the
approaching TC Harold.
Activation of Provincial WASH Clusters.
There was confusion and uncertainty by
WASH cluster members at provincial
levels over the trigger to commence
responses. NGO partners felt secure to
commit and mobilize their resources for
response if National WASH Cluster advices
provincial cluster activation, rather than if
advice was from PEOC.
There was confusion over whether Melsisi
or Pangi was the PEOC. WASH team based
in Melsisi, and World Vision conducting
repairs and constructing new rain water
harvesting systems in CP1 and CP2
reported WASH interventions to the
Melsisi EOC. CARE and Red Cross were
based in Pangi distributing hygiene and
dignity kits, reported to Pangi EOC.

2.

3.
4.

It was a bit difficult for WASH and Health
Cluster to coordinate sanitation responses.
While WASH Cluster is responsible for the
coordination of hygiene and sanitation
responses, some provincial health officers
saw this as health responsibility and were
reluctant to coordinate with WASH. In
Pentecost, the public health officer asked
WASH to forego sanitation responses for
health to take up.
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4.

5.

6.

Environmental Unit of the Ministry of Health
swifts its sanitation and hygiene responsibilities
to the National WASH Cluster. (When agreed to
by the two Departments, it will be included in the
WASH SOP.) Coordination between WASH and
Health clusters will still be maintained so that
information on water borne diseases discovered
by the health EMT team and or the surveillance
team can be shared with the WASH Cluster to
address the situation through provision of water,
sanitation and hygiene promotions.
Improve communications between WASH
emergency team in the field and DoWR by
increasing frequency of phone calls and email
messages between team on the ground and
DoWR. This will enable field teams to know,
amongst other important updates, the status of
supplies procurement to help them better plan
field operations as well as minimize chances of
unit procuring incorrect sizes of pipe fittings
required by the field team.
Consider deploying a WASH team/officer in each
established EOC. This will strengthen WASH
coordination at each EOC.
Improve communication and sharing of
information between EOCs to avoid duplications
and gaps in WASH responses.
Strengthen WASH Coordination between WASH
partners in the field and between EOC WASH
team in the field.
Encourage provincial clusters operation rather
than sector working group, to support PEOC
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5.

6.

Within Health, there are difficulties
between curative and Public Health
program. Curative gets more funds than
prevention and that is the main function of
Health cluster.
Provincial water offices had limited spaces
and operational tools for WASH
emergency response coordination

7.

8.

9.
7. Affected communities on the island are
accessed through roads, sea and plane
from Vila. Road conditions are bad.
Transport owners on the island agreed on
a reduced daily transport hire of V10,000
per day excluding fuel refill. World Vision
brought their own vehicle on to Pentecost
which helped reduced costs.
8. Provincial water offices lack space and
equipment to operate a WASH Cluster
EOC.

Positive Lessons Learnt
1. DoWR staff getting on the plane
with spare parts and tools for the
assessment in affected areas was
a highly positive approach. This
enabled the teams to immediately
restore water access in some
communities during field
assessment.

Assessment
What that did not work so well
1. Information from the NDMO
coordinated initial rapid assessment
involving all sectors was less useful for
WASH to make decisions. The WASH
questions in the questionnaire are not
able to provide WASH useful
information.
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Increase office spaces at Provincial Water Offices
to include sufficient room as conference room
that can be used as WASH EOC during
emergencies, together with equipment and tools
to support operations.
Train and maintain a volunteer data base to
access during emergency to support operations
In peace times.
Improve WASH facilities in identified evacuation
centers in peace times ready for use during
emergencies.

Recommendation
1. Review WASH Cluster IRA and shorten the
length of the questionnaire
2. Review WASH questions in NDMO
coordinated IRA to better inform the WASH
cluster.
3. To avoid confusion with NDMO IRA, the
WASH cluster IRA will be changed to WASH
detailed assessment.
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2. Use of smart phones for field
assessment data collection was
useful as it aided analysis and
helped quick decision based on
data.

Positive Lessons Learnt

2. WASH IRA questionnaire is too long
and often not completed well due to
time limitation, resulting in incomplete
data.
3. There was still confusion over NDMO
and WASH IRA assessments.
4. Some officers deployed for WASH
assessment had no training on how to
use the tool resulting in incorrect or
incomplete data.
5. No water trained committee came fore
ward to provide report to WASH after
the passage of the cyclone.

Information Management
What did not work so well
Recommendations
1.

1. The DoWR has a full time IMO
who provided support to the
provincial officers with
information based on data
collected from the field through
assessments and 4Ws.
2. 4Ws are submitted (though his
still needs improvement to
thoroughly complete templates)
3. There were lots of good things,
such as maps and infographics,
shared proposals, plans and sit
reps posted on the WASH cluster
google group. Already had the
google group, MOH also used

4. Assessment teams will possess skills to
produce BoQ for the systems assessed for
quick responses.
5. Ensure assessment teams had sufficient
training on tools and how to conduct the
assessment using the tools before
deployment.
6. Community water committees be
incorporated into the CDCC

2.

3.

4.

Provincial information management was
still limited to support provincial decision
making and a need to skill up IM
management at the provincial levels to
support provincial EOCs in responses.
The current DoWR inventory completed
in 2016 did not capture pipe sizes and
so is not useful to support preparation
for assessment and quick fixes.
The 4Ws template that the WASH cluster
uses to report responses, is often
incomplete to support proper response
planning and decision making.
There is confusion between NDMO 3w
versus WASH Cluster 4w.
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1. Update water resources inventory, that will
provide more details of the systems pipe sizes.
2. Decentralize information management know how
to the provinces. IMO trains provincial water
officers to access water systems designs to
understand details of systems they are
responsible for in the provinces.
3. Encourage use of GPS from android phones
provinces with adequate number of GPS hand sets
and train team on WASH questionnaire when
completed and train on how to use the GPS.
4. IMO to support or train provincial water
managers and officers to access water systems
detailed designs from their provinces to know the
details of the systems and pipes specifications.
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4. WASH Google group for Sanitation
and Hygiene. The one day training
in Malampa in November was not
enough

5.

Provincial reporting. Timely, consistent
and clear situation reports and minutes
of all meeting of WASH at PEOC was.
weak in all WASH EOCs and needs to be
strengthened.

5. WASH Google Groupe is available
where all information ca be
accessed

5. Support WASH partners to use 4Ws template for
reporting instead of the NDMO 3Ws.
6. Train and designate an IM at the PEOC for WASH
timely reporting.
7. Link water designs with Water Resources
Inventory.

6. DoWR has a data base of recently
designed water systems providing
details of the systems.
7. Minutes of meetings and situation
reports are submitted and posted
in google group for public access
8. Maps and infographic are
produced and posted in google
group for public viewing.

Positive Lessons Learnt
1. DoWR surge staff flying out
quickly and doing Quick Fixes
while doing assessments
worked well
2. DoWR and national
contractors have the capacity
to create quick fixes material
lists, conduct quick fixes, take

Immediate Response
What did not work well
1. There was frustration and a perceived
lack of trust between field and
national teams about what items to
purchase. There was little
communication back to provincial
team about where procurement
process was at and what procurement
had been done. Procurement and
10

Recommendation
1. Develop sanitation in emergency guideline for
response
2. Develop water emergency response guideline
3. Pre stock pipe fittings with area council
sanitarians to use soon after passage of cyclone,
working together with water and CDC.
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meeting minutes, and create
procurement spread sheets.
3. Responses to damaged water
systems was reported to be
satisfactory, but could be
further improved.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Shipping Tracking sheet is essential.
Great to have one person coordinate
with NDMO.
BoQ developed by team on ground
and forwarded to Vila for procurement
were changed with incorrect sizes of
fittings without consulting team on
ground. Fittings shipped were of no
use thus delaying responses.
Transport difficulties and bad weather
conditions delayed responses to reach
far and remote communities.
Response to provide emergency
temporary toilet facilities to affected
household was almost non-existence.
This was partly due to the unclear
direction for where MoH Public Health
Environmental Health could operate
under. In Pentecost, the Public health
Officer advised the WASH team to
forego latrine construction for the
health cluster to address. Similarly,
WASH in Santo reported that
responses to sanitation was slow.
Unavailability of emergency sanitation
response guideline.
Unavailability of emergency water
response guideline
Transport difficulties and bad weather
conditions delayed responses to reach
far and remote communities.
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4. Water committees appoint a community plumber
who will undergo basis plumbing training and
appoint as CDC plumber.
5. Shorten time of procurement against quick fixes
BoQ from the field. Increase communications
between field and engineers/procurement team
to speed up procurement process.
6. Pre stock temporary PVC toilet slabs to enable
quick fixes to toilet facilities. (Link with sanitation
emergency guideline)
7. Develop minimum sanitation standards for quick
sanitation fixes is not available. It is
recommended that the Sanitation working group
develops a minimum sanitation standard to be
used for installation of temporary toilets following
emergencies.
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Positive LL
1. Designated officer in DoWR
responsible for logistics

Positive Lessons Learnt
1.

2.

Most of the content of the hygiene
kits can be purchased and packed
locally.
NGO partners were involved in NFI
distribution

Positive Lessons Learnt
1. Government allocated funds to
NDMO for the response.

Logistics
What dis not work as well
1. A single officer responsible for
emergency logistics in not enough
2. Absence of WASH warehousing both at
national and provincial level

NFI Distribution
What did not work so well
1. There was a lot of pressure to distribute
“stuff” that took resources away from
restoring service delivery needed to be
priority. Different distribution strategies
are needed for different items. It was very
difficult in this emergency as everyone was
affected, but there was limited stock and it
was unclear on who should receive what.
There was confusion around filters. Some
communities thought they brought
diarrhea (It is possible some filters might
not have been removing bacteria)
2. There were confusions around contents
of hygiene kits, dignity kits and family kits
distributed.
3. Difficulties disposing off of empty plastic
water bottles distributed are a risk to
environment.

Finances
What did not work so well
1. It is very difficult for WASH to access
government emergency funding.
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Recommendations
1. Increase logistics man power at DoWR national
office during emergency responses.
2. Create WASH ware housing at all levels. (May
consider sharing with other sectors)

Recommendation
1. Standardize content of hygiene and dignity kits and
hygiene kits.
2. Explore option to purchase contents locally and
repack into hygiene and dignity kits.
3. Distribution criteria be made available to distributing
teams immediately to avoid delays in distribution.
4. Provide clear instruction on how to use the kits
including setting up and maintenance of water filters.
5. Cease distributing 1.5ltrs water bottles to avoid
environmental pollutions. Encourage 10ltr or 20lts
water containers.

Recommendations
1. NDMO to allocate portion of government emergency
funds to clusters including WASH to commence
responses immediately.
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2. NGO partners were able to use
their financial resources for the
responses, later to be refunded by
their donors. Refunds by donors
can be done if Cluster responds
was approved by WASH Cluster.
3. Donors agree for DoWR to
redirect and utilize donor funds
already sitting in the Ministry of
Finance on emergency response.
4. Government MPP funding
allocation assisted WASH to
respond

Positive Lesson Learnt

2. Delays were experienced in accessing
donor funds already kept in the
Ministry of Finance.
3. WASH funds cannot be accessed from
the provincial finance office, only from
Vila, thus delaying responses.

Supplies
What did not work so well

1. WASH teams deployed for
1. There was frustration and a perceived lack
assessments have the skills to
of trust between field and national teams
determine BoQ for quick fixes
about what items to purchase. There was
2. A dedicated procurement team at
little communication back to provincial
DoWR who are supposed to
team about where procurement was at and
quickly purchase and freight to the
what procurement had been done.
requesting officers on the ground
Procurement and Shipping Tracking sheet is
supplies based on BoQ.
essential. Great to have one person
3. WASH team deployed for
coordinate with NDMO.
assessments bring alone basic pipe 2. The time gap for supplies purchased and
fittings were able to use these to
freighted to islands was too long.
immediately restore damaged
3. BoQ submitted for quick purchase were
4. WASH NGO partners were
altered by engineers and procumbent
engaged in NFI distribution
officers at DoWR without discussions with
Pentecost team, resulted in incorrect sized
fittings shipped to Pentecost and not used.
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2. Government to include in the annual budget,
emergency funds to Ministries who can access the
fund immediately following disasters.
3. Work out how to quickly access funds from Finance
Ministry

Recommendations
1. BoQ for quick fixes do not need engineer’s
approval. The procurement team should purchase
and freighted without delay. Engineers are to be
engaged for the recovery designs.
2. Pre stocking of basic water systems fittings at
provincial levels would help to speed up quick fixes
following disasters.
3. Make available clear instructions in Bislama how to
use contents of hygiene and dignity kits as well as
clear instruction on the operations of water filters.
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4. Delays in the development of the WASH
NFIs distribution criteria by the Gender
Cluster, resulted in delays in distributions.
5. Instructions on how to use the NFIs were
limited. Recipients of water filters did not
understand how to operate the units.

Positive lessons learnt
1. Mobile desalination unit was
available to provide water to the
small islands population that had
no alternative sources of water, in
Santo and Wala on Malakula.
2. Community of Wala were happy
to receive water from the
temporary desalination unit.
3. Volunteers on Wala were trained
to operate the system for the two
months the machine is loaned.

Desalination
What did not work well
1. Wala island population still had access
to rain water and several shallow dug
wells on the island. The installation of
the system was a luxury, providing
extra water for two months. This
situation may raise expectation for the
DoWR to consider installing a similar
system at the expiry of the system loan
period.
2. Inadequate assessment of community
water needs before deployment of unit
to sites. Some community already had
access to clean water.
3. Risk of dirty household water storage
containers contaminating clean desal
water
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Recommendation
1. Conduct detailed assessment to confirm real water
needs before deploying the unit to the site.
2. Make available clear instructions in Bislama how to
operate the desalination systems.
3. Smaller desalination units will work well to serve
small communities for future events.
4. 20 ltrs jerry cans are ideal for water house hold water
storage..
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Annex 1. List of participants
#

Name

Agency

Email

Contact

Pentecost PEOC
1

Kaylyne Tabi

Nurse, Ranmawat
Dispensary

2

Emily Rand

UNICEF

3

Tarilas Aline

President, Women’s Club

4

Abraham Tevi

DoWR

5

Bong Berthier

Education

7762873

6

Fabrice Bule

NDMO

5216171

7

Chislain Hivir

Education

7336040

8

Emile Bule

Community

5747500

9

Tadou Nicolas

Education

5361813/7752364

10

Hedley Tau

DoWR

htau@vanuatu.gov.vu

5371289

11

Paolo Malatu

DoWR

mpaolo@vanuatu.gov.vu

7777990

12

Hilson Toaliu

WASH Consultant

htoaliu@gmail.com

7754140

7308189
erand@unicef.org

5453545
5316302

atevi@vanuatu.gov.vu

5663592

Luganville Santo EOC
14

Keith Gasi

Sanama , MoH

5952679

15

McGarthny Aka

DoWR

7786949

16

Christina Taleo

Sanma DoWR

7387296/5918514

17

Vomboe Molly
Shem
Grame

World Vision

18

Vomboe_Molly9@wvi.org

ADRA, Sanma

Malampa PEOC
19
20

Antoine
Telukluk
Eddy Palmer

Malampa Health

atelukluk@vanuatu.gov.vu

5456573

21

Max Regenvanu

22

Billy George

23

Natacha Simo

24

Joan Lapi

Malampa DoWR

25

George Ali

Red Cross Volunteer

26

Yvon Kilman

Malampa DoWR

ykilman@vanuatu.gov.vu

5621869

27

Richard Tasi

Malampa DoWR

rtasi@vanuatu.gov.vu

7101770

28

Red Cross

Jerethynicholsen25@gmail.com

29

Jerethy
Nicholsen
Peterson Simo

RC Volunteer

Petersonsimo00@gmail.com

30

Mike Daniel

RC Volunteer

Malampa DoWR

5220066

Intern DoWR

5431490

Malampa DoWR

gbilly@vanuatu.gov.vu

RC volunteer

7369834
5427362

jayziebie@gmail.com

5620787
7717510

5647629
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Annex 2: Questions for WASH SOP development
The following section is a series of questions that could help discussions during the review
process of the WASH SOP that were generated from the lessons learnt discussions.

Timeline
Long-term Preparedness
LL: Provincial WASH Meetings help in peacetimes helped ensure people already knew each
other and were used to working together.
LL: Water supply systems built to standards seemed to survive longer
SOP CDC: Should we try to get a plumber in the CDC?
SOP Evacuation Centers: What should WASH cluster do now to set up evacuation
centers? Install Handwashing Stations, Clean location and Treat Water at Evacuation
Centers? Let people know the pumps need to be turned off in Santo and so they should store
water? (Should we create IEC now for this)?
SOP Regular coordination: Should we plan to bring everyone together at start of cyclone
season and do a training? How often should national, provincial, area council WASH sector
actors meet?
SOP Village Water Committee, Health Facility Committee: What roles and responsibilities for
disaster response should we be discussing now with the VWC and HFC?
Before a Cyclone
LL: People were busy with COVID and didn’t take the cyclone warning seriously. Staff were
out promoting COVID and didn’t even have time to prepare their own homes.
SOP: Should O & M trainings includes disconnecting gutters and pipes, check spring box
before cyclone? What about during ashfall? Are there other disasters the committee needs
to take actions during?
SOP: What should WASH Cluster do before a Cyclone to Prepare? What about for Drought?
Volcano? Other? (Take the warnings seriously, Give staff time to fix their house and remind
them to store water, Prepare systems: disconnect gutters, turn off urban pumps)
First Actions
LL: DoWR surge staff flying out quickly and doing Quick Fixes while doing assessments worked
well
SOP TORs: Can we include sample TOR’s for “surge” staff to scale up capacity quickly in the
SOP? What TOR’s should we include: Provincial Supervisor Assistant, IM, Logistic,
Communications, Plumbers, Hygiene Promotion, Sanitation Officers, Gender Liaison, one
coordinator per EOC
SOP Quick Fix/Assessment: What do we need? DSA, Flight, Toolkits, Fittings?
SOP Set up office: What should DoWR stockpile to set up an office? Stationary (Flip Chart),
Solar power if needed, Generator, Extension Cords, Toilet, Water Filter, Hand-washing.
SOP post assessment: If we run out of supplies, what kinds of things can the WASH Cluster
do? (Motivate sanitation and hygiene? Support other clusters?)
Assessments
LL: Well done that DoWR staff got on the plane with spare parts and tools. NDMO Rapid assessment
information was less useful.
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SOP WASH cluster has responsibility to make Detailed Assessment and Quick fixes: Should we get
tools and supplies in the province now? Should the Sectoral assessment be to go with tools and come
back with BOQ? Should we insist that trained people do the assessment and that they use electronic
forms? Should the annual pre-cyclone survey include the form? How can we combine or separate
assessment forms DWSSP, NDMO Rapid, WRI with what the engineers need? Should we review form
and update? How can we influence what questions NDMO includes in their assessment? Can we meet
with VNSO to improve the questions (as they seem to be the same questions from the People’s
Plan)? How do we work best with WASH in HCF and WASH in Schools? Where do the lines and roles
and responsibilities lie? How can we get changes into the inter-cluster assessment? Should we use
WRI basic functionality questions in the Rapid Assessment?
Coordination (Internal DoWR, WASH Cluster Partners, National- Provincial, Inter-Cluster, Donors)
LL: WASH and Health and regular cluster meetings really worked well in some
provinces. Communication was difficult between PEOC and NEOC. There was confusion on location
of NEOC at first and then later Pangi’s role and how to coordinate
SOP WASH Provincial Cluster: Who leads WASH sector at the provincial level? How can we improve
how WASH cluster is decentralized so that those closest to the problem, are able to solve the
problem? What is the Job description of the WASH Provincial Cluster lead? (Go to PEOC meetings,
Led WASH Cluster, Recruit IM/Communications/Other Surge positions, Determine priorities, Restore
water service delivery, Create and manage budget, request impress, Communicate with Vila
procurement (except Santo), Allocate teams, Create work plans, Ensure water treatment if using
surface water, Work with MOH surveillance to treat water, Led Sanitation and Hygiene activities) Do
we need one representative assigned to all EOC -even Area EOCs? What if we don’t have any supplies
yet?
Funds
LL: It would be helpful if ministries had funds ready for use by the clusters ready for use from
Government. NDMO funding takes a long time, a more rapid procedure would be helpful. There was
sometimes confusion on what funding was available. DoWR did a great job insisting donors give them
items they want – not what the donor wants to give.
SOP Donors: Who should coordinate small donors working only in one area - provincial or
national? How much should DoWR report to donors? How should DoWR handle new donors trying
to form a partnership in the first days of an emergency? What donations does DoWR want/not
want? Can we create sample funding requests now for different emergencies? Should WASH cluster
reach out to all donors at the start of cyclone season to prepare for the next emergency?
Supplies
LL: There was a lot of pressure to distribute “stuff” that took resources away from restoring service
delivery needed to be priority. Different distribution strategies are needed for different items. It was
very difficult in this emergency as everyone was affected, but there was limited stock and it was
unclear on who should receive what. There was confusion around filters. Some communities thought
they brought diarrhea (It is possible some filters might not have been removing bacteria)
SOP Hygiene kit: What is the difference and overlap between MOH dignity kit and WASH Hygiene kit?
Is this overlap okay?
SOP Filters: Should MoH distribute filters based on surveillance?
SOP: Water bottles: Should we talk with NDMO about water bottles versus refillable containers?
SOP Strategy: How do should non-food items be given to communities? With Gender and
projection? MoH? What should the criteria be for each (depending on level of items
received)? Should we stock more quick-fix tools? Should DoWR consider stocking fittings, roofing and
gutters?
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Procurement/Logistics
LL: There was frustration and a perceived lack of trust between field and national teams about what
items to purchase. There was little communication back to provincial team about where procurement
was at and what procurement had been done. Procurement and Shipping Tracking sheet is
essential. Great to have one person coordinate with NDMO.
SOP: How can we organize surge procurement/ logistics easily? Would it be helpful to coordinate with
Education and Health? (Sometimes there is a procurement cluster) Does individual organizations
paying for a boat beyond NDMO causes delays? How can we improve our goods received tracking and
warehouse practices? How can we make procurement and shipping tracking more easy to share with
field teams?
Information Management
LLE: There is confusion between NDMO 3w versus WASH Cluster 4w. There were Lots of good things,
such as maps and infographics, shared proposals, plans and sit reps with WASH cluster google
group. Already had the google group, MOH also used WASH Google group for Sanitation and
Hygiene. The 1 day in Malampa in November was not enough
SOP: How can we encourage organizations, DoWR management, and EOC’s to use the 4w information
in planning more? How can we ensure Information Manager imbedded in team actively collects data
daily? How can managers use tool to identify locations missed and activities not moving from planned
to done? What type of reports are best for each audience (community, cluster, donors, EOC)? Daily
Reports? Sit Reps? 4w, etc.

Other Actors
NDMO
SOP: Can we discuss water bottles, shipping and assessment questions with NDMO? How and at what
levels can we improve coordination and communication?

Health
LL: It’s difficult a bit with WASH and Health Cluster. Within Health there are difficulties
between curative and Public Health program. Curative gets more funds than prevention and
that is the main function of Health cluster.
SOP Public Health and WASH together: How do they work together? What messages are we
sharing? Who is sharing? Long-term can we have area council level sanitation officers helping water
committees?
SOP Sanitation: What design and strategy to be used during the state of emergency? MoH, DoWR,
partners? Slab distribution? How can we hand the first few days when everyone open defecated? Is
everyone still open defecating? How long is temporary sanitation okay? Should WASH Cluster stock
pile some sanitation construction supplies?
SOP Hygiene: What hand-washing design and strategy should be used during the state of
emergency? People seemed to like the buckets with taps, should we stock more of those?
SOP WASH in Healthcare facilities: Currently WASH in Healthcare assessments done by MoH, should
we codify that and make it official? What are the roles and responsibilities of WASH and Health in an
emergency regarding WASH in HCF?
Education
LL: Because school was not in session due to COVID, there was less urgent need for action in this
emergency. WASH and Education clusters rarely met or talked.
SOP: How should WASH cluster and Education cluster coordinate? What are the roles and
responsibilities of the two groups in an emergency?
Local Structures
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LL: Local Council of Chiefs and CDCCs can be a big asset
SOP: Were/are CDCCCs being used? What about Council of Chiefs? Area Council? How well are they
functioning as the link between community needs and the EOC? How can Health Committees and
Water committees link better in an emergency with local power brokers? How local structures be
more engaged? (Calls to VWC members to ask about the system before first trip there?)
Private Sector Engagement/NGOs
LL: Some organization coordinated more than others. In some locations organization just
“informed” DoWR and in others they are real partners
SOP: Which DoWR or MoH staff be WASH cluster lead at Provincial level? Should DoWR in charge and
direct private sector and NGOs? How can we have real partnership with NGOs? Since NGOs don’t join
EOC, how can the WASH cluster share information with PEOC and NEOC? How do we deal with private
sector actors that want to imbed themselves in the response? How can we handle volunteers and
create TORs that still ensure transparency in procurement?
Technical Advisor (TA)
LL Comments: DoWR and national contractors have the capacity to create quick fixes material lists,
conduct quick fixes, take meeting minutes, and create procurement spread sheets.
SOP: How can we ensure external TA or volunteers don’t fill a role that a Ni-Vanuatu staff or
contractor would be more appropriate filling? How should TA be requested during an
emergency? How can DoWR handle when TA is pushed on them, but not wanted, or slows things
down? What should be the guiding principles of TA? I heard, “They should not ‘do the response’ but
support as requested”?
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